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RAISING THE PROBLEM 

The actuality and possibility of the processing of the intellectual relationship  between István 

Bibó and László Ravasz were created by the continuously increasing results of Bibó-research, 

starting in the 1990-s. Fundamentally there were two aspects that made it reasonable to 

examine the intellectual relation of the two people. One of the reasons was the family ties, the 

father and son-in-law relation that raised the question of the effect that these two thinkers had 

on each other; and the problem what features, uniformities and differences Bibó’s – who 

„builds” on Christian values – approach, and László Ravasz’s perception, representing the 

„official” Calvinist Christianity, show on the relationship of politics and Christianity.  On the 

other hand, it was an especially exciting problem to examine what role institutional 

Christianity plays in Bibó’s interpretation of European politics and the development of 

society.  

SCIENTIFIC METHOD OF THE RESEARCH 

The dissertation uses the comparative method of history of ideas, by re-reading and analyzing 

the texts in context it attempts to reconstruct what presuppositions and theoretical concepts 

determined the view points of Christian values and the coordination of politics in the case of 

László Ravasz and István Bibó. The dissertation compares the two thinkers’ oeuvre in five 

chapters, following four thematic units: the first chapter depicts the intellectual portrays, the 

second one reconstructs and compares their image of Christianity and approach on politics, 

and the third one evaluates their opinion about nation. In the fourth thematic unit the disserent 

examines their attitudes and viewpoints on the question of Jewry and finally, in the fifth 

chapter their role in the 1956 revolution is dealt with in terms of their relation to practical 

politics.   
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THESES AND RESULTS OF THE DISSERTATION   

1. Both thinkers started from the same intellectual region of source, namely the Neo-

Kant philosophy and this fundamentally determined their intellectual orientation. In 

Bibó’s political reasoning the duality of fact and value plays a determining role, 

however, in the beginning, László Ravasz also represents the Neo-Kant theological 

tradition. Nevertheless, an important common feature is that both oeuvres are attempts 

as well to exceed this heritage.   

2. István Bibó’s approach on Christianity in the reasoning of political theory has 

methodological character. In his reasoning real Utopia (vision) essential for political 

development plays a vital role. Real Utopia with its role to convey value creates the 

measure of political activity as well as the base of his proof, and Christian value 

complex can be the base of a real Utopia in Bibó’s way of thinking. 

3. László Ravasz’s apprach on nation shows the effect of Gyula Szekf ’s approach on 

history, and Ravasz fundamentally establishes a culture nation notion where nation 

means a community of value. On the other hand, on István Bibó’s approach on nation 

the opinions of László Németh and Ferenc Erdei had a great impact, and Bibó is 

mostly a believer in the approach of political nation, that is he considers nation as 

common enterprise and the result of common behaviors. 

4. In relation to the question of Jewry, at first, both of them seemed to be „moderate anti-

Semites” towards the assimilative problem, but finally both of them revised their 

opinions. László Ravasz’s basic thesis in his viewpoint on Jewry was the excessive 

political, economic and cultural presence of the Jews, and since he considered nation 

as the assembly based on Christian values, he was unable to open towards the other, 

non-Christian layers of society. 

5. István Bibó traced the problem of assimilation back mainly to the malfunction of 

social development. The peculiarity of his research is the merge of psychological and 

sociological viewpoints. At the discovery of the conflict he revealed how different 

forms of behaviors and the experiences deriving from them become the tools – 

conveying values and norms –  of communication. 

6. Bibó examined the revolutionary situation of 1956 in connection with the judgment of  

Marxist ideology and Stalin’s political practice. His proposal on the Hungarian 
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outcome attempted to combine the requirements of democratic political discussions 

and social type of economics.  

7. In 1956 László Ravasz took the role of a consolidate as a result of the pressure of 

Calvinist public opinion. He regarded the situation of the Church in a pessimist way 

after 1945, since he experienced that the Church’s position was falling into 

background in a secularizing society and saw the change of it as the tool of political 

games. He urged the concept of „free church in a free society”, and to establish the 

contractual base relationship of the Church and the State. 
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